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Dear Readers,
We will be gathering together this month for the
2016 edition of the India Fashion Forum (IFF),
India’s biggest fashion sourcing, trends, design
and retail business event. The mega fashion
congregation presented by Exclusively.com will
witness international and national brands, business
heads, global retail analysts, trend forecast
giants and leading designers from the textile and
ingredients, fashion creation and fashion retail
industries under one roof, to share and outline their
strategies to optimise the future of the business.
This year, through the 7-agents of change namely
Intuitive Tech, Intelligent Resourcing, Seamless
Experience, Brand Alive, Human Connect,
Open Thought and Alpha Brandsters, the twoday event will house an incredible mix of iconic
global and Indian speakers delivering keynotes
and conducting conferences, master-classes,
workshops, sourcing exhibitions, globally-aligned
design and trend displays to a large inclusive
audience across fashion and retail.
We will also be privileged to have with us this year
exclusive speakers from three fashion capitals—
Billie Whitehouse, Co-Founder of Wearable
Experiments, and Innovator Designer and Creator
of Fundawear (NEW YORK); Agnès Kubiak,
Co-Founder and Creative Director, Style-Vision
(PARIS); and Anupreet Bhui, Senior Editor - Street
Style and Trend Specialist, WGSN (HONG KONG).

In light of the days of heady deliberations that lie
ahead, it is indeed most apt that the cover story of
this issue is “The Top 10 Challenges facing Fashion
Retailers in India.” This helps identify which
exactly are the top-issues before the industry. We
also wish to thank all the fashion retailers who
participated in the study. We hope the study helps
in putting perspective and priority on the issues.
The Union Budget presented by Finance Minister
Arun Jaitley in Parliament on Feb. 29, 2016, evoked
mixed reactions from the fashion industry. We
capture the essence of the voices that were heard.
Sanjay Vakharia, COO, Spykar, expresses how
GST will lead to a rise in economic growth of the
country. Read things about H&M that you may not
have known. Also read about Tantra’s new store in
Malaysia and Max’s millennial fashion outlet.
We take an overview of the background and what’s
the lastest in Khadi, our very own indigenous
fabric. And we continue our exploration of Gujarat
as a leader of fashion, in which, this time, we look at
the textile majors.
The Sportswear International section showcases
the best of fashion in 2015 and also looks at some
immortal British classics.
This and lots more in the issue. Hope you enjoy
going through it.

Amitabh Taneja
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ntil a decade back, shopping was one of the reasons
for the ultra high-net-worth Individuals (HNIs) to ﬂy
overseas. This led to a revolutionary change with the
emergence of luxury retailers in the Indian market. However,
the rise in the growth of income at breakneck speed, supported
by rising disposable incomes, expansion of modern retailing,
emergence of e-commerce, and proliferation of luxury brands
into non-metros, has changed the interface and the quantum
in the outreach of the brands to their customers. As luxury
brands continue to grow in India, ultra HNIs are likely to
increase their spends, by availing themselves of avenues of
luxury spending within India, according to Kotak’s Top of the
Pyramid 2015 report.
While the emergence of e-commerce has eased the availability
of luxury products, the spending habits of these ultra
HNIs have changed remarkably as they have a range of
products available at just a click of the mouse or from their
smartphones, which was not possible few years back. The
luxury retailers have encashed on this opportunity and not
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REBOOTED

Iconic sportswear brand, Reebok began
repositioning as a premium fitness brand
in India in 2013 and launched its new retail
stores. Two years on, the brand seems to be
in the pink of health with 150 fit hub concept
stores along with several other formats.

he global sportswear brand, Reebok entered India in 1995.
Known as the pioneer in distribution in the country’s
footwear industry, Reebok was merged with Adidas India
in 2011, a development in line with the Adidas-Reebok merger
at a global level in 2005. From 2013 onwards, Reebok started
repositioning as a ﬁtness brand, moving away from its past
positioning as a sportswear brand. It came up with a new store
format ‘Reebok Fitness Hub’ (RFH), a premium store offering
ﬁtness and training merchandise, besides advice, guidance
and information on community based ﬁtness events. For this,
upgradation of existing stores was initiated. Subsequently,
another format ‘Reebok Fitness Studio’ (RFS) was rolled out. It’s
a ‘store and studio’ format situated within the RFH, and its ﬁrst
door opened in Mumbai in 2014. The company has also altered its
product offerings; it completely exited from selling sports gear,
and brought in products catering to ﬁtness.
Says Dhruv Bogra, Senior Retail Director, Adidas India Group,
“While Reebok has always been an iconic and ardently loved
brand, the new focus on ﬁtness has been receiving a great
response from Reebok loyalists as well as new customers. Fitness
enthusiasts have started identifying with the renewed brand
approach, and we are emerging as the brand of choice for their
varied ﬁtness gear requirements.”
MARKET PRESENCE
As of now, Reebok has a pan India presence with 150 ‘Fit Hub’
concept stores across 70 cities, as well as several other formats
present.
BUSINESS DYNAMICS
The RFH concept is based on a global initiative by the brand to
inspire people to move, train, get ﬁt and have fun doing it. The
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he foray into the sector of new-age fabrics has seen Arvind
emerge as one of the largest denim manufacturers in
the world. It has also brought Arvind, global recognition for
manufacturing shirtings, khakis and knitted fabrics. Its growing
presence in the domain of readymade garments - jeans, shirts
and knits – has further placed Arvind on the top as a one-stop
solution provider for the leading global and domestic apparel
brands.
The company’s most recent and aggressive ventures in the
branded apparel, retail and fabric retail businesses, infrastructure
and the initiative of growing cotton the organic way have
consolidated its presence throughout the apparel value chain.

ARVIND LTD.
ENRICHING LIFESTYLES

Arvind Ltd., the ﬂagship company of the Lalbhai Group, is
one of the largest integrated textile apparel and branded
apparel players in India. Launched in 1931, Arvind Limited
has been India’s largest denim manufacturer and the
world’s second largest producer and exporter of denim.
Headquartered in Ahmedabad, the company is today also
widely recognized as a lifestyle and apparel major, which is
a smooth transformation from its image as a textile giant
or a denim king, since its inception.

Arvind Ltd. has an unmatched portfolio of owned and licensed
brands and retail formats. Today, the company not only retails
its own brands like Flying Machine, Newport, Colt, Ruggers and
Excalibur but also licensed international brands like Arrow, Gant,
Izod, Elle, Cherokee, US Polo Assn., etc. through its nationwide
retail network. The company has a joint venture in India with
global majors like Tommy Hilﬁger and GAP, and it also runs the
value retail chain Megamart and The Arvind Store.
PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
Internationally, the products which are high on innovation and
speciality have gained prominence in the recent years. Arvind
Denims believes in three pillars - fashion, performance and
sustainability. The company caters to brands who value any or all
of these pillars.
Says Vijay Shrinivas, Chief Sales and Marketing Officer, Arvind
Limited, “Domestic market is more inclined towards stretch.
structures and textures are in high demand. Value added
products like coatings and over dyed form our product portfolio.
Blends are majorly used by women, which include - linen, Tencel®
and viscose.
Brands are becoming more environmental conscious which
has led to production of sustainable products like - Organic,
PCW, Natural Indigo denims and NEO (proprietary piece
dyed technology which consumes 22 percent less water when
compared to a normal dyed process).”
MARKET PRESENCE
In denims, Arvind Ltd. is present in all the continents ranging
from North America to Australia. In the International market, the
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THE BEST OF /FASHION

THE COLLABORATION/
BALMAIN X H&M
T

he images of a possesive crowd bursting into H&M stores all around the world that appeared on the news in November
had nothing to do with any mid-season sale of the Swedish retailer. The stampede was directed at H&M’s highly desired
designer collaboration with the Parisian house of Balmain, which faded away from the racks in a matter of hours. How did this
all happen? Well, to attract media attention and consumers’ enthusiasm, pocketing model and queen of virtual likes Kendall
Jenner and Balmain’s own Olivier Rousteing (the house’s creative director since 2011) as brand ambassadors is a reliable
multiplier. H&M engaged not only them, but many other celebrities ranking high in the social media Olympus such as models
Gigi Hadid and Jourdan Dunn. This time, instead of betting on traditional advertising outlets (bus shelters and the like), the
company decidedly invested on global-reach digital influencers, dreamy red-carpet events like the one celebrated in New York
City (attended by the Backstreet Boys!) and then just waited for the information to spread
by itself. The strategy paid off. Our only concern is to determine whether consumers really liked the collection–a women’s range
dominated by excessively pomp loaded, sequin-embedded dresses, deep neck velvet blazers and lots and lots of gold on details and
accessories–or whether the hyper H&M shoppers were only driven by the wish of having something in common with Jenner or
Hadid and a piece that pretends to be “real” Balmain. [Text: Lorenzo Molina/Photo: Balmain x H&M
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